
What’s happened in the ARB this term. 

 
Maths 

Since September, the boys have been working incredibly hard to 

improve their understanding of number. Whether this is their 

numbers bonds, times tables or number function skills they have 

impressed all members of staff with how hard they have worked. 

 

Theme 

We began the term discovering the Egyptians and how they lived their 

lives. We built our own volcanoes and dressed each other as mummies 

using toilet paper. The boys learnt about how their body would be 

prepared for mummification and began to understand the gruesome 

details. 

We then moved onto a fun filled Science topic (lab coats included). We 

have learnt all about materials, mixtures and messy things. Making 

Oobleck helped us understand the difference between a solid and 

liquid and designing a boat helped us understand that some materials 

are better at jobs than others. 

  

Social Education 

To cater to the needs of the children in the ARB, we regularly teach 

lessons around social interaction and heavily base this on life skills. 

During this term, we have focused on friendship and how we play and 

interact with our friends. This has included learning new games – our 

current favourite being fish, chips and pears – where we encourage 

each other using kind words and actions.  

We also learnt about the importance of giving to others which included 

a walk to Sainsbury’s to buy gifts and toiletries for the Shoebox Appeal. 

English 

In English, we have worked on a mixture of different writing styles 

based on some of our interests. Surprisingly, our Superhero’s were 

stolen by non-other than Mr Attewill (Year 3 teacher) which inspired 

some excellent and detailed writing. We have specifically worked hard 

to improve our spelling and use of taught phonemes. 

 

Mr Stockton 

We have been incredibly lucky to be able to work alongside Mr 

Stockton to enhance our outdoor area. 

Using tools, such as drills, saws and hammers, we have helped 

him build a bug hotel, plant trees and build bird feeders which I 

hope arrived at home with all the peanuts inside – we sometimes 

gets hungry in the taxi ride home. 


